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The objective
Baltoro Kangri, often referred to as the Golden Throne, is situated in the centre of the
highest part of the Karakoram Himalaya in Pakistan. Unlike its illustrious, rocky
neighbours, K2 and the Gasherbrums, Baltoro Kangri is an enormous dome of snow
and ice capped with 5 summits, Baltoro Kangri I-V. Of the 5 peaks, V (7260m), IV
(7230m approx.) and III (7280m), were climbed by a Tokyo University Expedition in
1963. In 1976, another Japanese expedition climbed Ill, Il (7220m) and I(7250m).
Both expeditions used a base camp on the Duke of Abruzzi Glacier and then climbed
the mountain via the prominent col to the E of the mountain, called the Conway
Saddle (6300m).

Our aim was to climb Baltoro Kangri by the original]apanese route and then ski
from the summit back to base camp. If successful it would be the highest mountain in
the world to be skied from its summit.

The expedition would use lightweight techniques, doing away with conventional
camps and fixed ropes as far as possible, and all gear and food would be carried by
ourselves, using no high altitude porters or oxygen.

The members, Dr Peter Alston, Keith Geddes, Ian Gray, Phil Ham, Brian Hall,
Harry Rankin and]ess Stock (leader), were a mixture of climbers and skiers, a
combination which would hopefully secure a successful outcome to the expedition.

The approach and base camp
With the help of Pakistan International Airlines we left Heathrow on Sunday 27

April and arrived in Rawalpindi the next day. The following few days were spent
buying food, kitchen equipment, visiting Mr Awan at the Mini.'itry of Tourism and
then meeting our Liaison Officer (Capt Wazir Muhammad) and cook (Sher Khan).
On 2 May we took the notorious one hour flight over the flanks of Nanga Parbat to
Skardu. Here we hired a Sirdar who helped Wazir organize our porters. Meanwhile
we bought more food and packed all our equipment and food into 25kg loads. In all
we needed 70 porters to carry our loads for the 6 weeks of travelling and living in the
mountains. Karakoram Travel helped the expedition whilst in Skardu, particularly
when purchasing food and fuel then transporting the loads and members (4 jeeps in
all) to the road end at Bongla. Here we met the porters again, and they were given
their loads. A timetable of the 15 day walk-in is given below.
5 May Skardu (2210m)-Bongla Qeep, in 4 hours)-Dasso (3hrs hot walk) 2485m.
6 May Dasso-Chagpo (19km in 6hrs over a high pass, very hot and dry) 2625m.
7 May Chagpo-Chongo (15km in 6hrs, dangerous, by the river Braldu) 2865m.
8 May Chongo-Askole (9km in 4hrs, very easy) 2970m.
9 May Askole-Korophon (Jr2km in 5hrs, easy, over the end of the Biaho G! ) 3170m.
10 May Korophon-Bardumal (9km in 6hrs, wading the river Panmah at ]olla)
3275m.
11 May Bardumal-Payu (15km in 5thrs, easy) 3370m.
12 May Rest day at Payu.
13 May Payu-Liligo (9tkm in 3hrs on the Baltoro G.1 now) 3715m.
14 May Rest day at Liligo (normal rest is at Urdukass but bad weather)
15 May Liligo-Urdukass (12km in 6hrs on moraine) 4010m.
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16 May Urdukass-Gore (19km in 8hrs-double stage) 4360m.
17 May Gore-Concordia (9km in 7hrs, first views of Baltoro Kangri) 4540m.
18 May Concordia-Upper Baltoro (13km in 7hrs, on good moraine path) 4850m.
19 May Upper Baltoro-Base Camp (6tkm in 4hrs, some crevasses. Porters return).
5030m.

Base Camp (5030m) was situated on the true right bank of the Duke of Abruzzi
Glacier under Gasherbrum VI, below where the S Gasherbrum Glacier meets the
Abruzzi Glacier. The expedition now consisted of7 climbers/skiers, Liaison Officer,
cook and 2 cook boy/mail runners (Ali and Rajah).

Between the 19th and 24th, we built a stone kitchen shelter, sorted food and
equipment, then established a route up the glacier to a site for Advanced Base Camp,
which was established on the 24th at 5335m, 8km away from Base Camp, near the
bottom of the slopes leading to the Conway Saddle.

The ascent
Between 25 May and 1 June we climbed the slopes up to the Conway Saddle

(6300m) and established a 2-room ice cave with 6 days food and all climbing/ski-ing
equipment necessary. The weather was following a pattern of intense heat in the
middle of the day, followed by an afternoon storm, both necessitating an early start.

On 31 May a reconnaissance was made of the route higher on the mountain, by
following a high glacier/snow ramp towards the summits and then negotiating a start,
through problematic icefall, after which a high point of 6550m was reached (with
excellent views of the route ahead) before a retreat to the ice cave was made late in the
day.

On the 2nd and 3rd it snowed all day and night and although an attempt on the
summit was started it became obvious that we would have to wait for the weather to
improve. We had only just enough food for the ascent left when the weather improved
in the early hours of the morning of the 4th. We set off with 3 days food, but with very
little technical climbing gear as the route looked relatively free from technical
problems, although rather long and complicated.

Progress was slow as it had snowed one metre over the last 48hrs, andJess, Harry
and Pete, who were wearing skis for the ascent of the lower sections had a distinct
advantage over Phil, Ian and Brian (they did not take skis on the climb), who were
often floundering around in thigh deep snow. (Unfortunately Keith had contracted
amoebic dysentery earlier and had to return to Base Camp from the ice cave; he was
too ill to take part in the ascent). Late in the afternoon we reached our previous high
point, after fixing a little rope through the icefaJl, so that when descending it could be
skied safely (it was planned to ski unroped). Soon after the icefall we dug into the
slope and bivouacked for the night at 6550m.

Next day we moved up an easy angled snow field which looked no distance at all
but in fact took us all day in deep snow. Throughout the day we had excell'ent views of
the Gasherbrums, Broad Peak and K2. At 6780m we bivouacked below a steepening
in the face.

If all went well, we aimed to reach the top tomorrow, the 6th.
We set off at 3am with very light sacs, up a steep, broad snow ridge at the top of.

which we traversed diagonally across the summit cone of IV towards the summit of
In. As the angle of the slopes increased so did the avalanche danger, so much so that it
became an unacceptable risk. Our only safe option was to move left to the col between
IV and V, from which the slopes of the summit cone of V (only 6m lower than In)
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94 Above the Conway Saddle, Casherbrums behind

rose steeply, though safely. All the party were feeling the ef~ cts of the altitude so it
was lucky that snow conditions improved on the col and the summit slopes. t 2pm
all 6 climbers reached the summit where we had dramatic views of the iachen lacier
to the and the Trangos, Mu tagh Tower and Chogoli a to the

Half an hour \ as spent on lOp before Je s, Harry and Pete put on their ski with
some diffi ulty and laun hed them elves from the very lOp. On descent they virtually
followed the line ofa cent and reached the ice cave at du k and Advanced Base Camp
in the dark, around gpm. Apart from being very tired from the ascent, the ski-ing was
made difficult by poor now condition (deep, hea y snow often \ ith a cru t). The
decision 10 have the expedition early in the ea on was wholly justified as there was
little ice and all the creva e were till covered or filled, enabling th ski-ing 10 be
done safely without ropes 10 hinder th individual's movement.

The following day they kied to Ba e Camp. Meanwhile Phil, lan and Brian
de cended on foot, taking 2 full days, SlOpping the night at the top bivouac and
reaching Base Camp on 7 June.

Between the 8th and 11th we rested, dismantled dvanced Base Camp and packed
up Ba e amp, leaving with 24 porters for oneordia on the 12th. We returned to
Skardu in 8 days (BC - Coneordia - rdukass - Payu - Jolla - AskoJc 
Chagpo - Dasso - Skardu). or nOle on lh' return journey was the riv 'r Panmah
which had risen due to summer melt waler so we had 1.0 rig up a Tyrolean I raverse at
J olla before we could cross.

On the 20th and 21 t we Acw 10 Rawalpindi. The next coupl of day' were sp'nt
relaxing in the bar and swimming pool at the British Club in Islamabad and vi °iting
Mr Awan at th > Mini try of Tourism for de-briding. On the evening of the 23rd wc
left Rawalpindi, arriving at London H athrow on 24 June.
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